LAN HUDDLE

Technical solutions for control room
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HUDDLE is the new meeting point. It has been specifically designed for small working
groups with the capacity to carry out a video conference. It can integrate the basics
to perform a meeting call: not only a 55” monitor but the ClickShare® BARCO system, webcam,
speakers and all the necessary resources to make it possible in a comfortable and easy way.

Now with the LAN HUDDLE it
is easier than ever to include
everyone in the conversation.

BARCO MONITOR OverView KVD5521B
High-performance, mid-level brightness

applications. Barco’s automatic real-time

(500 cd/m² typical) and cost optimized 55"

color and brightness calibration system

LCD-panel, dedicated for use in tiled video

ensures a perfectly balanced image at all

wall applications. With a bezel of 3.5 mm

times. The absence of cooling fans not only

(0.14"), excellent colors and contrast, and

minimizes the noise production, but also

a wide viewing angle, it provides great

ensures that no moving parts are used.
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OP TIONAL ACCESSO R I ES
CLICKSHARE CS-100
Stand-alone

wireless

presentation

are immediately sharing.

system for small meeting rooms. Users

- Wireless connection to central screen.

can simply share what’s on their laptop or

- 1 user on-screen.

mobile device, on the presentation screen.

- Share from laptop, tablet or smartphone.

No cables, no set-up, no waiting to join in.

- HDMI output.

ClickShare requires no knowledge about

- Delivered with 1 Button.

computers. Just push the button and you

HD 1080P
VIDEOCONFERENCING
SYSTEM
- High quality HD video camera, handsfree

- Easy conference calls with hands-free

system with full duplex and remote

system for wireless connection to mobile

control in a single package.

devices with Bluetooth and NFC.

- Connectivity USB Plug and Play to PC,

- Compatible with most videoconferen-

Mac and light clients.

cing and UC applications.
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HUDDLE provides different connectivity
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points located on the work surface that
drive all the wiring to the equipment
through the console. In addition, the

PC
PC

structure disposes of a specific area for
DATA
ENERGY

the webcam and the microphone.

ERGONOMICS
HUDDLE has been ergonomically
designed according to the criteria of
the Ministry of Labor and Social
Affairs, and following the standards
of
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C O MPAR TM EN T
FO R COMPUT ER
E Q UIPMEN T
HUDDLE has a specific area to store
computer equipment in a lower area.
Through locked doors, the equipment gets
totally secure and perfectly organised.

cally designed for small working groups and it is able to carry out a videoHUDDLE belongs to the range of LAN products, created with the aim of
ng to a very clear direction: modularity, organization, and robustness.

Closed lid

conference due to all its integrated elements, allowing voice, data and
.

d on the work surface that drive all the wiring to the equipment through
ecific area for a webcam and an integrated microphone.

Open lid

GE
ment in a lower area. Through locked doors, the equipment gets totally

ment destined to the placement of a webcam. This compartment can be
ected. Also, an integrated microphone to enable meeting calls has been

S P ECIF IC A R EA
FO R WE BC AM
In the top of the workstation, there is a
small compartment destined to the
placement of a webcam. It has the
possibility to be closed when not in use so
the webcam is always protected.
Technical solutions for control room

BACKSIDE
C O VE RS
The access to the connectivity of the
screen from the rear side has been
especially designed to be as comfortable
as possible not only during installation but
during day-to-day use. With removable
steel covers, the backside gets completely
open and enables the manipulation of the
content.

WORKSURFACE STANDARD COLORS

MATERIALS & FINISHES
As a standard, Max Compact panels come
with decors on both sides. The core is
black and the surfaces are available in
different finishes.

0085 White

CONSOLE

0074 Pastel Grey

FINISHES

0077 Charcoal

M A X C OM PA C T
I NT E R I OR
TAPA TRASERA
14.00 18.00

Section of tableboard

Steel 2mm
Structure Ral 9006
(Aluminum)

Steel sheet
finished
RAL 9010
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